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Energy-Saving Metro Train Timetable Rescheduling
Model Considering ATO Profiles and Dynamic
Passenger Flow
Zhuopu Hou1 , Hairong Dong1,∗ , Shigen Gao1 , Gemma Nicholson2 , Lei Chen2 , Clive Roberts2

Abstract—For metro systems in over-crowded conditions, when
an unexpected disturbance occurs, the operation of trains might
be disturbed due to the high frequency and density of the metro
traffic. A large number of passengers might be stranded on
platforms due to service gaps and the limited free capacity
of trains. In this paper, by introducing binary variables as
selection indicators for ATO profiles which were preset in onboard ATO systems by metro signal suppliers, we develop a mixed
integer programming (MIP) model for a metro train timetable
rescheduling problem in order to jointly optimize the total train
delay, the number of stranded passengers and the energy consumption of trains. We formulate the total energy consumption
as the difference between the tractive energy consumption and
the regenerated energy by considering the mass of in-vehicle
passengers. Then, we adopt commercial optimization software
CPLEX to solve the proposed model, which can obtain trade-off
solutions in a short time. Finally, three numerical experiments
based on real-world operational data are carried out to verify
the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Index Terms—Metro train timetable rescheduling, mixed integer programming, ATO profile

I. I NTRODUCTION
A. Motivation
N urban metro system is considered to be the pillar
of urban public transportation systems because of its
larger transport capacity, higher punctuality and lower energy
consumption compared with other conventional transportation
services [1]–[3]. Although equipped with Automatic Train
Control (ATC) systems to increase the line capacity and
transport efficiency, the dramatic increase in metro passenger
numbers in recent years and limited infrastructural resources,
means that many metro systems such as the Beijing Subway
and the Shanghai Subway are facing high-load operations
[4]. In such cases, metro operation is highly likely to be
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vulnerable when unavoidable disturbances occur during daily
operation. Here disturbances refer to those events (e.g., obstruction of doors, medical emergencies) that cause trains
to have a relatively short duration of delay, and the effect
of the delay can be gradually eliminated by adjusting the
timetable. A common effect of disturbances is that the train
dwells at a station for longer time than planned in the original
timetable. Delays might propagate to the next station and
affect the operation of subsequent trains once the reserve
headway capacity is used up [5], resulting in original timetable
infeasibility, passengers accumulating and platform crowding,
which might cause potential safety hazards for passengers on
the platforms and affect service quality of the entire metro
line. In such cases, the original train timetable needs to be
rescheduled as soon as possible to allow affected trains to
resume normal operation, which is the called train timetable
rescheduling (TTR) problem [6].
In practical metro operations, when delays occur, the
rescheduling process is carried out either manually by dispatchers using their experience or automatically by the Automatic Train Regulation (ATR) module of Automatic Train
Supervision (ATS) systems. For those metro lines equipped
with ATO systems, a set of pre-programmed train speed
profiles corresponding to different operation levels are preset
in the on-board ATO systems by metro signal suppliers [7]–
[9]. Different operation levels correspond to various running
times. During metro operation, the ATS systems continuously
compare the original timetable with the actual arrival and departure time of trains. When a timetable deviation is detected,
the ATS system selects the operation level according to the
rescheduled running time calculated by the ATR module and
sends it to the on-board ATO system of the affected train.
In the case of minor delays that only a single train needs
to be rescheduled, the current ATS system can manage it
well [8]. But when it comes to the situations which multi
trains need to be rescheduled, this work is still manually done
by human dispatchers with their professional knowledge and
experiences [10]. This experience-based manual rescheduling
mode has the following three disadvantages [4]. Firstly, it lacks
rigorous computation and optimisation. Secondly, it cannot
effectively integrate the information of dynamic passenger
flow. Lastly, it is hard for human dispatchers to acquire high
quality rescheduling plans in real time.
In view of the above issues, it is practically significant to
propose an effective method based on the actual ATS and ATO
system for solving the multi-train rescheduling problem in real
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time. This research will specifically investigate this problem.
B. Literature Review
As a vital issue in the daily operation of railway systems, the
train timetable rescheduling problem has drawn tremendous
attention in the past few decades. In general, the literature on
train timetable rescheduling can be divided into two categories
based on the extent of deviation to the train operation: (1)
disturbance management and (2) disruption management. The
main difference is that the former copes with those events
that cause trains to have a relatively short duration of delay
by adjusting the timetable, while the latter deals with the
relatively large incidents by modifying both the timetable and
the duties for rolling stock and crew [6]. Most of the literature tends to formulate mathematical models with practical
operational constraints, such as a quadratic programming (QP)
model [11], a mixed integer programming (MIP) model [12]
and a alternative graph (AG) model [13], which aim to reduce
the deviation between the rescheduled and original timetable.
Solution methodologies, such as heuristic algorithms [14],
exact algorithms (e.g. branch and bound) [15] and commercial
solvers (e.g. CPLEX, GAMS) [5], [16] are adopted to seek the
optimal solution of the train rescheduling problem.
In case of an unexpected disturbance, the planned timetable
may become infeasible and needs to be modified in real
time. For mainline railways, the commonly used methods
consist of rerouting, reordering and retiming of affected trains
[6], according to the characteristics of the infrastructure of
railways, such as single-track, double-track and junctions.
Yang et al. [16] presented a two-stage integer programming
model for double-track railway rescheduling. A fuzzy variable
was introduced to denote the disturbance duration and the
numerical experiments were solved using the commercial
software GAMS. Chen et al. [17] developed a MIP model for
a train rescheduling problem at a junction area, an improved
algorithm (DE-JRM) was proposed to and the case study was
performed on the core area of Thameslink route with Monte
Carlo methods. Meng and Zhou [18] proposed a Lagrangian
relaxation algorithm to solve the N-track railway network
rescheduling problem simultaneously considering rerouting
and retiming strategies. The alternative graph model was
adopted by D’Ariano et al. [19] to represent the train dispatching process, and the speed coordination among consecutive
trains was also considered.
In case of disruptions (e.g., section blockage, locomotives
malfunction), for which the duration is much longer than
disturbances, not only timetable rescheduling but also other
measures such as cancellation of trains, skip-stop patterns, etc.
need to be taken to resume trains to normal operations. To
solve the train rescheduling problem in case of a blockage
of a railway segment, Zhan et al. [20] formulated a MIP
model which considered the station capacity and cancellation
of trains. A bi-objective MILP (Mixed Integer Linear Programming) model and a heuristic iterative algorithm was proposed
by Gao et al. [21] to solve train rescheduling problem for a
metro line in the case of disruptions.
Different to the mainline railway system, overtaking between two successive trains is not possible in most cases
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due to the characteristics of the metro infrastructure [11]. The
main method of handling delays caused by disturbances is to
rearrange the arrival and departure time of affected trains. A
quadratic programming model was developed to deal with the
traffic regulation problem for metro loop lines by Fernandez et
al. [5], who adopted the commercial software CPLEX to solve
the proposed model. Bai et al. [22] aimed to reduce the total
delay and improve the equilibrium of arrival and departure
times of affected trains in cases of disturbance. A Genetic
Algorithm (GA) was adopted to solve the problem. Gao et
al. [10] developed a metro train rescheduling strategy which
considers the information of fault handling. The rescheduled
timetable was adjusted as the feedback to the fault handling information. Xu et al. [23] developed a metro train rescheduling
framework which considers cross tracks to balance the service
quality in cases of disturbance. A discrete event model was
formulated and solved by combining the commercial software
GAMS with an efficient heuristic algorithm. The information
on the dynamic passenger flow, which is an important factor
affecting the results of metro train timetable rescheduling, was
not, however, taken into account in these studies. When it
comes to the over-crowded situation of a metro line, the above
methods will not be suitable anymore.
With the development of automatic fare collection (AFC)
technology, adoption of passenger dynamic description in a
metro traffic regulation model is more reasonable and realistic
by analyzing historical passenger flow data. A constrained
state-space model for the metro train rescheduling problem
was investigated in [24], which considers the stochastic passenger arrival flow as a discrete Markovian process. Li et al.
[11] investigated a joint optimal train regulation and passenger
flow control strategy for metro lines. They solved this problem
by applying a model predictive control method and verified the
stability of the proposed control system based on Lyapunov
stability theory. However, these studies did not investigate
the stranded passengers on the platform due to service gaps
and the limited free capacity of trains. Since reducing the
passenger accumulation on the platform is a vital work in
the metro operations [25]. Hou et al. [26] investigated the
metro train rescheduling problem with the aim of reducing
the number of stranded passengers on the platform after a
disturbance. A new hybrid algorithm was developed to solve
the model. However, this research did not consider the impact
of the rescheduling strategy on the train energy consumption,
since the variability in energy consumption of a train is
mostly influenced by the running time in each section [4].
Yin et al. [4] proposed a stochastic programming model which
aims to minimize the passenger delay time, traveling time
and energy consumption of affected trains. An approximate
dynamic programming-based algorithm was designed to solve
the proposed problem. But the impact of the passenger flow
on train dwell time was not considered in this research. It
bears nothing that precise calculation of the train dwell time at
the stations can improve the operation efficiency of the metro
systems [27]. Sheu and Lin [28] designed a dual heuristic
programming method for metro train regulation problem. The
energy saving and traffic stability was achieved by adjusting
the running time and dwell time of trains. However, the above-
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mentioned methods are not suitable for those metro systems
which use a set of pre-programmed train speed profiles in the
on-board ATO system.
C. The Focuses of This Study
To the best of our knowledge, the existing literature for
metro train timetable rescheduling problems rarely considers
the pre-programmed recommended speed profiles in the onboard ATO system. To fill the gap between the practical application and theoretical research of the metro train rescheduling
problem, this paper attempts to present an optimization model
for those metro systems which equipped with ATO systems
pre-programmed with a set of recommended speed profiles. In
summary, considering the research gaps mentioned in Section
I-B, we try to make the following contributions:
1) For trains operated in ATO mode, the train running time
in sections is determined by the pre-programmed speed
profiles in on-board ATO systems [8]. In this research,
by using binary variables to select train operation level
profiles instead of restricting running time with lower
and upper bounds, we formulate a novel mixed integer
programming (MIP) model to solve the metro train
timetable rescheduling problem.
2) We jointly optimize the total accumulated delay, number
of stranded passengers and energy consumption of the
affected trains in cases of disturbance. We evaluate the
energy consumption of trains based on the selected
operational profiles, which reduces the complexity of
the model. The adoption of the commercial optimization
software CPLEX allows the model to be solved in a
reasonable time.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Detailed descriptions of the considered problem and on-board
ATO operation level profiles are described in Section II.
The optimization model for solving metro train timetable
rescheduling which considers the passenger flow and energy
consumption is introduced in Section III. In Section IV,
numerical experiments based on real operational data are
carried out and solved by commercial software CPLEX to
demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed model. The paper
ends with conclusions and suggestions for future research.
II. P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION
Station 1

Station 2
Section 1

…

…

Station i+1

Station i

Section k

…

…

Station |M|

Fig. 1. Typical metro line sketch

In order to conveniently describe the metro train timetable
rescheduling problem and formulate the model, the relevant
sets, indices and parameters are listed in Table I. A typical
metro line infrastructure considered in this paper is illustrated
in Fig. 1, where stations are numbered as 1, 2, · · · , |M | and
sections are numbered as 1, 2, · · · , |M | − 1.
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS AND NOTATION
M = {1, 2, ..., |M |}
N = {1, 2, ..., |N |}
K = {1, 2, ...|M | − 1}
L = {1, 2, ..., |L|}
i
j
k
l
Mt
Mp
rkac
rkde
T ai,j
T di,j
tai,j
tdi,j
l
Rk,j
max
Dwi,j
min
Dwi,j
hsec
min

hsta
min
boa
Pi,j
ali
Pi,j
in
Pi,j
arr
Pi,j
str
Pi,j

Pcap
ωi,j
λi,j

Set of metro stations
Set of affected metro trains
Set of sections between two adjacent stations
Set of metro train operation levels
Index of station i, i ∈ M
Index of train j, j ∈ N
Index of section k, k ∈ K and k = i
Index of operation level l, l ∈ L
Mass of a train
Average weight of a passenger
Acceleration rate of trains in section k
Deceleration rate of trains in section k
Arrival time of train j at station i
in the planned schedule
Departure time of train j from station i
in the planned schedule
Actual arrival time of train j at station i
Actual departure time of train j from station i
Running time of train j in section k
with operation level l
Maximum dwell time of train j at station i
Minimum dwell time of train j at station i
Minimum headway between two adjacent trains
in the same section
Minimum headway between two adjacent trains
at the same station
The number of boarding passengers of train j
at station i
The number of alighting passengers of train j
at station i
The number of in-vehicle passengers of train j
when it departs from station i
The number of passengers waiting for train j
at station i in an operational headway period
The number of passengers left by train j
when it departs from station i
The the maximum capacity of a metro train
The proportion of alighting passengers at
station i to in-vehicle passengers of train j
The arrival rate of passengers waiting
for train j at station i per second

A. Model Assumptions
The following assumptions are made with regard to the
proposed model.
1) There is only one train running in a section at a time,
it is common for most urban rail lines [10]. Once the
operational level is selected before train starts, the ATO
profile cannot be changed until train stops at next station.
2) The delay duration is known. Trains can track the recommended speed profiles accurately. The regenerative
energy is assumed to be stored in the stationary storage
systems. The energy recovery rate between the kinetic
and electricity energy is assumed to be constant [29].
Energy consumed by the on-board auxiliary equipment
is disregarded in this paper.
3) The number of passengers arriving at the station is
assumed to be distributed uniformly, which means that
this number is proportional to the operational headway
between two successive trains. The number of alighting
passengers of the train is assumed to be proportional to
the number of in-vehicle passengers [11]. The transfer
passengers are not considered in this paper.

B. Description of Passenger Flows
Train delays caused by disturbances might result in passengers accumulating and platform overcrowding, which are
potential safety hazards for passengers. In turn, accumulated
passengers and the crowded platform will extend dwell times
of affected trains, cause service gaps and aggravate delays.
Therefore, understanding passenger flows is vital for metro
train timetable rescheduling.
The number of passengers arriving at the platform of station
i waiting for train j during an operational headway period is
arr
denoted as Pi,j
, can be calculated as
arr
Pi,j
= λi,j · (tdi,j − tdi,j−1 ),

(1)

where λi,j indicates the passengers’ arrival rate at station
i during the rescheduling time horizon, which is assumed
to be distributed uniformly. This assumption is considered
reasonable for metro systems operated with a short headway
[30]. It is introduced to indicate the number of passengers
reaching the platform at station i in unit time.
The number of on-board passengers when train j departs
from station i is equal to the number of on-board passengers
when the train departs from the previous station plus the
difference between the number of boarding and alighting passengers. Then the dynamic variance of in-vehicle passengers
can be expressed as
in
in
boa
ali
Pi,j
= Pi−1,j
+ Pi,j
− Pi,j
,

(2)

in
where Pi,j
represents the number of on-board passengers in
boa
ali
train j when it departs from station i; Pi,j
and Pi,j
are
the number of boarding and alighting passengers when train
j dwells at station i, respectively. Based on the passenger
demand origin-destination (OD) matrices during a short period
of the day, the alighting ratio ωi,j , which represents the
proportion of alighting passengers to in-vehicle passengers
when train j arrives at station i, is introduced. Then the number
of passengers getting off train j at station i is given by
ali
in
Pi,j
= Pi−1,j
· ωi,j .

(3)

The number of passengers that can board a train depends on
the train capacity, and the number of in-vehicle and alighting
passengers. Therefore, the number of boarding passengers
when train j stops at station i can be expressed as
boa
in
ali
arr
str
Pi,j
= min{(Pcap − Pi−1,j
+ Pi,j
), (Pi,j
+ Pi−1,j
)}.

(4)

A proportion of the passengers waiting for train j may not
get on the train due to the limited free capacity of the train
and they are left to wait for the successive train j + 1. We can
thus denote the number of stranded passengers on the platform
when train j departs from station i by
str
str
arr
boa
Pi,j
= Pi,j−1
+ Pi,j
− Pi,j
.

(5)

If the number of passengers waiting for train j is less than
the free capacity of the train then no one will be stranded on
the platform.

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

Distance (m)

0

Time (s)

4) We assume that the disturbance has no effect on trains
running in the other direction. The overtaking and crossing operation is not considered in this paper.

4

Velocity (km/h)
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T1
T2
T3

Fig. 2. An illustration of train operation levels

C. Calculation of Energy Consumption
Reducing energy consumption has become a global concern.
Particularly, in metro systems, energy-saving is an important
criteria for operators due to its association with operation costs
as well as environmental concerns. The variability in energy
consumption of a train is mostly influenced by the running
time in each section [4]. During the train rescheduling process,
the energy consumption of a train running in the section might
be increased since the higher operation level corresponding to
the shorter running time is selected to deal with a delay. The
concept of operation levels of the ATO system is illustrated
in Fig. 2. Each operation level corresponds to a unique train
speed profile, and the lower operation level (numerical higher)
corresponds to the longer running time. Given a specific train
speed profile, the energy consumption of the train can be
calculated. Howlett [31] validated that the optimal energysaving operation mode sequence for a train running in a
section should be maximum acceleration, cruising, coasting
and maximum deceleration. In the acceleration phase, the
energy consumption of train j running in section k with
l,ac
operation level l is denoted by Ek,j
, which equals the work
done by the traction force. The energy consumption in the
l,cr
cruising phase is denoted by Ek,j
, to keep the train move at a
constant speed the resultant forces acting on the train should
be zero, thus the traction forces are equal to the resistance.
In the coasting phase, the energy consumption of trains is
0 since no output of traction effort and braking effort. In
the deceleration phase, the work done on the train by the
braking force converts the kinetic energy into wasted heat and
electric energy. The latter is known as regenerative braking
energy, which can be either consumed immediately or stored
until needed. In this research, we assume the regenerative
braking energy can be stored in an energy storage system [32].
The energy generated by the braking force is represented by
l,dc
Ek,j
, the energy recovery rate ηk,j is introduced to denote the
proportion of the stored regenerative energy. The total energy
consumption of train j running in section k with operation
level l can be expressed as
l,ac
l,cr
l,dc
l
Ek,j
= Ek,j
+ Ek,j
− ηk,j · Ek,j
.

(6)

Considering the time t as the dependent variable, according
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to Newton’s law of motion, equations of train motion in
the acceleration phase and the deceleration phase can be
formulated as
dvk,j
g
t
b
r
Mk,j ·
= u · fk,j
− (1 − u) · fk,j
− fk,j
− fk,j
, (7)
dt
t
where vk,j is the current train speed; fk,j
is the train traction
b
force in the acceleration phase; fk,j is the train braking force
in the deceleration phase; u is introduced as a control signal
indicator, equal to 1 when the forward traction force works
and equal to 0 when the backward braking force works; Mk,j
is the total train mass, equal to the pure mass of a train plus
the total mass of on-board passengers in section k, and can
r
be calculated by equation (8); fk,j
is the frictional resistance,
and it can be calculated by equation (9), where r1 , r2 and
r3 are the resistance coefficients of the train and are usually
g
provided by the rolling stock manufacturers [33]; fk,j
is the
gravity component of the train along the track with an average
gradient of θk , which is represented in equation (10).
in
Mk,j = Mt + Pi,j
· Mp .
t
fk,j

= Mk,j · (r1 + r2 · vk,j + r3 ·

(8)
2
vk,j
).

g
fk,j
= Mk,j · g · sin θk .

(9)
(10)

Thus the energy consumption of the acceleration phase can
be calculated as
Z tl,ac
k,j
l,ac
t
Ek,j =
fk,j
· aac
(11)
k,j · tdt,
0

where tl,ac
k,j is the operation time for acceleration phase when
train j runs in section k with operation level l; aac
k,j is the
maximum acceleration rate. The energy consumption of the
cruising phase can be give as
l,cr
Z tl,ac
k,j +tk,j
g
l,cr
l,ac
r
Ek,j =
(fk,j
+ fk,j
) · aac
(12)
k,j · tk,j dt,
tl,ac
k,j

where tl,cr
k,j is the operation time for cruising phase. The
generated kinetic energy in the deceleration phase can be given
as
Z l,de
l,de
Ek,j

tk,j

=

b
fk,j

·

ade
k,j

· tdt,

(13)
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section k; tai,j is a continuous variable as actual arrival time
of train j at station i; tdi,j is a continuous variable as actual
departure time of train j at station i.
B. Objective Functions
In this paper, we try to minimize the deviation between
the original timetable and the rescheduled timetable, the total
number of stranded passengers and the total train energy
consumption by jointly adjusting operation levels and dwell
times of affected trains, thus the proposed problem also is a
multi-objective optimization problem.
We use Tdelay to denote the total accumulated delay of
affected trains, which is the criteria of the deviation between
the original timetable and rescheduled timetable and can be
expressed as
Tdelay =

|M | |N |
X
X

where
is the operation time for deceleration phase when
train j runs in section k with operation level l; ade
k,j is the
maximum deceleration rate.
III. O PTIMIZATION M ODEL F ORMULATION
A. Decision Variables
The metro train timetable rescheduling problem is essentially to rearrange the arrival and departure times of the trains
affected by disturbances based on the interests of stakeholders.
Thus the arrival time tai,j and departure time tdi,j are
considered as decision variables. Moreover, we also introduce
a decision variable εlk,j , which is used to indicate which
operation level l ∈ L is selected.
εlk,j is a binary variable as indicator of metro train operation
level, equal to 1 if and only if train j uses operation level l in

(14)

The number of passengers on the platform left by the
train due to the limited free capacity when it departs from
stations can be calculated according to equations presented
in Subsection II-B. The total number of stranded passengers
during the rescheduling period is Nstranded , which can be given
as
|M | |N |
X
X
str
Nstranded =
Pi,j
.
(15)
i=1 j=1

Given a specific operation level l, the corresponding speed
profile of train j running in section k is determined. Then the
energy consumption of each train can be calculated according
to the equations presented in Subsection II-C. To determine
the speed profile of trains and optimize the energy consumption from a global perspective, the binary variable εlk,j is
introduced to denote which operation level the train running
with. Then the total energy consumption for all affected trains
running in each sections with the specific operation level can
be expressed as
|M |−1 |N | |L|

Etotal =

X XX

l
εlk,j · Ek,j
.

(16)

k=1 j=1 l=1

0

tl,de
k,j

{(tdi,j − T di,j ) + (tai,j − T ai,j )}.

i=1 j=1

In general, the total accumulated delay of affected trains and
the number of stranded passengers can be reduced by making
use of running time supplements and the reserve headway
capacity, i.e., shortening the running times in a section and
the operational headway. However, the energy consumption of
affected trains might be increased. Therefore, these objectives
are in conflict with each other. To obtain trade-off solutions
among the above mentioned objectives, a wildly used approach
called the the weighted sum method [34] is adopted and the
objective function can be given as
min f = α ·

Tdelay
Nstranded
Etotal
+β· 0
+γ· 0 ,
0
Tdelay
Nstranded
Etotal

(17)

where α, β and γ are three non-negative weight factors and
their sum is equal to 1. The value of these coefficient are
determined based on the intrinsic knowledge of the problem
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by the decision maker [35], in this context, the dispatchers.
0
0
0
Tdelay , Nstranded and Etotal are three nominal values of total
accumulated delay, total stranded passengers and total energy
consumptions, respectively. Thus, we can transform these
objectives into the same magnitude. These nominal values can
be calculated based on a heuristic method which is introduced
in Section IV.

C. Constraints
The objective is subject to various constraints to ensure train
operational safety, enforce speed restrictions and permit train
stops.
1) Headway time constraints: In order to guarantee operational safety, a certain time interval must be kept between two
consecutive trains, i.e., the headway time. For two adjacent
trains, the safety headway time in the same section and at
the same station are ensured by restricting their arrival and
departure times, which can be expressed as
tdi,j − tdi,j−1 ≥ hsec
min ,

(18)

tai,j − tai,j−1 ≥ hsec
min ,

(19)

tai,j − tdi,j−1 ≥
hsec
min

hsta
min ,

(20)

hsta
min

where
and
are used to denote the minimum headway time between two consecutive trains in the same section
and at the same station, respectively.
2) Running time constraints: In many previous studies for
train rescheduling in cases of disturbance, the train running
time in a section is restricted with lower and upper bounds.
That is, the train running time is considered to be in a continuous range. However, in practical metro lines equipped with
ATO systems, several train speed profiles corresponding to
different operation levels are preset in on-board ATO systems
by metro singnal suppliers [4]. Once a specific operation
level is selected before the train departing from the station,
the train travel time in the corresponding section is uniquely
determined. Thus, running time constraints in this research
are discrete sets instead of a continuous range, and can be
formulated as
l
tai+1,j − tdi,j = εlk,j · Rk,j
,
|L|
X

εlk,j = 1,

(21)

(22)

l=1

where εlk,j is binary variable which is the selection indicator
l
of train operation level l; Rk,j
is the running time of train j
in section k corresponding to operation level l; equation (21)
links the departure time of train j from station i and the arrival
time of train j at next station i + 1; equation (22) means that
train j can be operated according to only one recommended
speed profile when it runs in section k, that is, only one of
the |L| operation levels can be selected.
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3) Dwell time constraints: The dwell time constraint of
min
train j at station i is restricted with lower bound Dwi,j
and
max
upper bound Dwi,j , and can be given as
max
tdi,j − tai,j ≤ Dwi,j
,

(23)

min
tdi,j − tai,j ≥ Dwi,j
.

(24)

Although the dwell time of trains at each station are
predefined during the planning phase, the actual metro train
dwell time is mainly affected by the number of alighting and
boarding passengers and the degree of crowdedness of the train
[36]. In many studies for metro train scheduling/rescheduling
problems [4], [10], [22], [23], a predefined minimum dwell
time is usually adopted to be the lower bound of the train
dwell time. In other words, they did not consider the actual
train dwell time affected by the passenger. According to Zhuge
et al. [27], the actual train dwell time can be estimated by
 arr 3
Pi,j
boa
boa
ali
· Pi,j
, (25)
Ei,j = a + b · Pi,j + c · Pi,j + d ·
Ndoor
where a, b, c and d are dwell time coefficients that can be
estimated based on historical passenger flow data. Ndoor is the
total number of opened doors at each station. In this paper,
we consider the lower bounds of the train dwell time as
min
min
Dwi,j
= min{Si,j
, Ei,j },

(26)

min
where Si,j
is the technical minimum dwell time predefined
by the metro operator.
4) Train capacity constraints: The number of in-vehicle
passengers of train j before it departs from station i should
not exceed the maximum allowable capacity of the train, i.e.
the maximum number of passengers on board,
in
Pi,j
≤ Pcap ,

(27)

in
Pi,j
is related to the operational headway of trains and can be
calculated as shown in Subsection II-B.
5) Arrival and departure time constraints: In order to
minimize the deviation between the original timetable and the
rescheduled timetable, the following constraints are necessary
conditions as explained in Gao et al. [10].

tai,j ≥ T ai,j ,

(28)

tdi,j ≥ T di,j .

(29)

Contraints (28) and (29) give the lower bounds of the
decision variables tai,j and tdi,j , respectively.
D. Computational Complexity Analysis
To solve the proposed model, it is important to analyse the
the complexity of the proposed formulations. By adopting the
complexity analysis approach illustrated in Yin et al. [7] and
Yang et al. [16], we discussed the total numbers of variables
and critical constraints of the proposed model in detail, as
listed in Table II, where | · | represents the cardinality of a
set {·}. Moreover, for illustration convenience, an example
is given to clarify the total number of decision variables
and constraints for the proposed model. We consider 5 trains
running on a metro line consisting with 5 stations, and there
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are 3 operation levels (i.e., 3 pre-programmed ATO profiles)
for the trains in each section. It is clear that, the complexity
of the proposed MIP model is fully dependent on the physical
scale of the metro line, the number of affected trains and
operation levels of the train control system.
TABLE II
C OMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
Variables or constraints

The proposed model

Example

Binary variables εlk,j

(|M | − 1) · |N | · |L|

60

2 · |M | · |N |

50

Headway time constraints

3·|M | · (|N | − 1)

60

Running time constraints

2·(|M | − 1) · |N | · |L|

120

2 · |M | · |N |

50

Train capacity constraints

|M | · |N |

25

Arrival time constraints

|M | · |N |

25

Departure time constraints

|M | · |N |

25

Continuous variables tai,j , tdi,j

Dwell time constraints

TABLE III
PARAMETERS OF THE TRAIN AND PASSENGERS
Parameters

Value

Unit

Mt

1.99·105

kg

Mp

60

kg

Pcap

1440

pax

ηk,j

0.70

−

aac
k,j
ade
k,j

0.50

m/s2

0.80

m/s2

a

4.003

s
s/pax

b

0.046

c

0.052

s/pax

d

1.0 · 10−6

s/pax−4

r1

1.244

m/s2

r2

1.45 ·

10−2

s−1

r3

1.36 · 10−4

m−1

IV. C ASE S TUDY
In this section, the effectiveness of the the proposed model
in solving the metro train timetable rescheduling problem is
verified by three experiments. The simulation is coded in
MATLAB R2014a and run on a computer with Mac OS, 1.6
GHz Intel Core i5 processor and 8 GB RAM. We adopt the
commercial optimization software CPLEX 12.6.2 to solve the
proposed MIP model, and the YALMIP toolbox is used as the
interface between CPLEX and MATLAB [37].
The parameters of CPLEX are set to be default values.
CPLEX uses a built-in algorithm called branch-and-cut search
to solve mixed integer programming (MIP) models. The time
limit on the termination of the search procedure is set to be 10
seconds, in view of the real-time requirement of the proposed
problem.
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of the Fixed Regulation Method
Input: The original timetable, the disturbance information
Output: Rescheduled arrival time and departure time
1: for i = 1 to |M | do
2:
for j = 1 to |N | do
3:
if Disturbance occur after train j at station i then
4:
Set tai,j = T ai,j , tdi,j = T di,j
5:
else if Train j is delayed at station i for td s then
6:
Set tai,j = T ai,j , tdi,j = T di,j +td
7:
else
8:
Adjust the affected trains one by one to
9:
keep the safety headway:
10:
Add the headway, running time and dwell time
11:
constraints to eliminate the infeasible solutions
12:
end if
13:
end for
14: end for
15: return tai,j , tdi,j

We consider 12 trains running on a metro line which
consists of 11 sections and 12 stations. The parameters of
the train are listed in Table III. The original timetable and
passenger flow data are listed in Table IV. Each train has
5 operational levels in each section and the corresponding
running times (the unit is seconds) are illustrated in Table V.
The trains run with operation level 2 in the original timetable,
as illustrated in the grey area of Table V. The operational
headway hope between two consecutive trains is set to be 135
s. The minimum headway between two trains in the same
sta
section and at the same station, i.e., hsec
min and hmin , are set to
be 105 s and 70 s, respectively.
In practice, in order to get a handle on disturbances, human
dispatchers will usually put off the departure time of affected
trains to ensure a safe operational interval. At the same time,
they will shorten the running times of affected trains and
make use of the reserve headway capacity to restore the metro
service to its original schedule. A heuristic algorithm was
derived from this fixed regulation method (FRM) in Yin et
al. [4], and it was applied in the experiments of this research
for nominal value calculations and solution comparisons with
the proposed model. More specifically, the fixed regulation
procedure is illustrated in Algorithm 1.
A. Experiment 1: Comparison with FRM
In the first experiment, we consider a typical delay scenario
where a disturbance occurs when train 4 dwells too long at
station 3, resulting in a departure delay of 100 seconds.
Since the duration of delay exceeds running time margins
and the buffer time, prolonged dwell times of train 4 lead to
gaps in service and interference with successive trains. If no
efficient action is taken, the delays will propagate throughout
the entire line and perturb the operation of subsequent trains as
shown in Fig. 3, where the grey rectangle denotes the duration
of the disturbance and the blue solid lines represent the
schedule without regulation. Thus, the proposed MIP model
was adopted to solve the train timetable rescheduling problem
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TABLE IV
T HE ORIGINAL TIMETABLE AND PASSENGER FLOW DATA
Station index i

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Scheduled dwell time Dwi,j (s)

30

30

45

45

45

40

45

30

30

30

30

30

min (s)
Minimum dwell time Si,j
max
Maximum dwell time Dwi,j

25

25

40

40

40

35

40

25

25

25

25

25

90

90

105

105

105

100

105

100

100

100

100

100

Operation data

(s)

Passenger arrival rate λi,j
Passenger alighting ratio ωi,j

1.40

1.51

1.49

1.54

1.57

1.51

1.40

1.48

1.31

1.43

1.40

0

0

0.25

0.23

0.08

0.27

0.13

0.13

0.30

0.23

0.14

0.11

1

TABLE V
RUNNING TIMES CORRESPONDING TO OPERATION LEVELS
Section index k

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

1

63

105

123

87

78

65

80

87

105

78

63

2

73

115

133

97

88

75

90

97

115

88

73

3

83

125

143

107

98

85

100

107

125

98

83

4

93

135

153

117

108

95

110

117

135

108

93

5

118

160

178

142

133

120

135

142

160

133

118

Section length (m)

839

1564

1649

1377

1188

983

1134

1377

1564

1188

839

operation level l

1

1
Original timetable
Timetable without rescheduling

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

8

9

9

10

10

11

11

12

0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

time(s)

Fig. 3. The timetable without rescheduling in case of a disturbance

and compared with the heuristic method FRM. The nominal
values of the total accumulated delay, passengers left by the
trains and the energy consumption can be calculated by the
FRM. To define the value of weights, we consulted some metro
dispatchers about their preference when they cope with the
considered delay scenario. The weight coefficients α, β and
γ are set as 0.4, 0.4 and 0.2, respectively, which reflect the
preference and insight of the metro dispatchers to the delay
scenario. The specific values of these coefficients will, actually,
not have a substantial impact on the model of this paper.
Three train time-space diagrams are compared in Fig. 4,
where the dotted lines represent the new timetable after the

Original timetable
Optimal rescheduled timetable
Rescheduled timetable with FRM

2

station(ID)

station(ID)

2

12

0

500

1000

1500
time(s)

2000

2500

3000

Fig. 4. The comparison of three timetables

fixed regulation method was applied in case of disturbance and
the green solid lines express the optimal rescheduled timetable
with the proposed model. It can be seen that the number
of following affected trains is 5 with the fixed regulation
method, while it is 3 with the proposed model, and the
extent of the effect weakened in the order of trains. The total
accumulated train delay is 2053 s with FRM while it is 1570 s
with the proposed model. The number of stranded passengers
on the platform when the FRM was applied is shown in
Fig. 5, where the total number of stranded passengers during
the regulation period is 1605. The total number of stranded
passengers was reduced to 1124 with the proposed model,

350
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300

300

250

250

stranded passengers

stranded passengers
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Fig. 5. Total stranded passengers with the FRM
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Fig. 6. Total stranded passengers with CPLEX

TABLE VI
C OMPUTATIONAL RESULTS BY CPLEX WITH DIFFERENT WEIGHTS
Weights

Tdelay (s)

Nstranded (pax)

Etotal (J)

Optimal objective value

Computation time (s)

1. α=0.5, β=0.5, γ=0.0

1482

1006

2.213·109

0.674

7.58

2. α=0.4, β=0.4, γ=0.2

1570

1124

2.112·109

0.788

7.64

3. α=0.3, β=0.3, γ=0.4

1735

1286

1.892·109

0.855

7.55

4. α=0.2, β=0.2, γ=0.6

1955

1432

1.763·109

0.874

7.58

2189

1.552·109

0.884

7.64

5. α=0.1, β=0.1, γ=0.8

3160

which is shown in Fig. 6. This is because the dwell time of
affected trains was adjusted according to the passenger flow
and the interval of two consecutive trains was optimized. The
total energy consumption of trains is 2.091·109 J with FRM
while it is 2.112 ·109 J with the proposed model. The energy
consumption of the proposed model was increased a little
because the running time of some affected trains was shortened
to meet the reduction of the total accumulated delay.
The computational results can also reflect the preference of
dispatchers who manage a metro line running frequent services
during peak hours, that is, they are more inclined to give the
same priority to reducing train delays and stranded passengers
rather than energy consumption. This trade-off can be changed
by adjusting the weight coefficients, the influence by different
weight factors will be demonstrated in the second experiment.
B. Experiment 2: Different Weights for Objectives
In the second experiment, we studied the effect of different
weights in the objective function on reducing the effect of
delay and saving energy. The objective function (17) is composed of three parts. The first term represents the deviation
between the original timetable and the rescheduled timetable.
The second term denotes the total number of passengers left
by trains which mainly affected by the actual operational
headway of trains. The last term means the total energy

consumption of trains, which is mainly influenced by the
running time of trains. For metro systems in over-crowded
conditions, a delay may cause passengers to strand on the
platform while the accumulating passengers will increase the
dwell time thus exaggerate the delay. In other words, the
total accumulated delay is positively related to the number
of stranded passengers while negatively related to energy
consumption. In this research, we give the same weight for
reducing the total delay and stranded passengers, which also
is in conformity with the preferences of dispatchers and actual
requirements in over-crowded conditions.
The delay scenario is the same as in the first experiment, and
we consider five cases with different weights in the objective
function. As shown in Table VI, the weights for the total delay
and stranded passengers are decreasing from case 1 to case 5,
while the weights for total energy consumption are increasing
from case 1 to case 5.
We can observe from Table VI that the total energy consumption of trains is reduced with increasing weights γ while
the total delays are increased from case 1 to case 5. This is
because the lower operation levels that correspond to a longer
running time are selected to save energy, as illustrated in Fig. 7
and Fig. 8. These two figures visualize the selection of train
operation levels during the rescheduling process. It can be seen
from the comparison that the higher the weight for energy
consumption is, the more lower operation levels (numerical
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Fig. 8. Selection of operation level with case 4

TABLE VII
C OMPUTATIONAL RESULTS BY FRM AND CPLEX FOR DIFFERENT SCENARIOS
Delay scenarios
1. dt =4,dl =3,td =70
2. dt =4,dl =4,td =70
3. dt =5,dl =3,td =70
4. dt =4,dl =3,td =90
5. dt =4,dl =3,td =120

Method

Tdelay (s)

Nstranded (pax)

Etotal (J)

Optimal objective value

Computation time (s)

FRM

820

711

2.012·109

-

-

CPLEX

625

494

2.034·109

0.785

6.25

FRM

798

546

2.023·109

-

-

0.776

6.35

CPLEX

613

365

2.041·109

FRM

825

709

2.012·109

-

-

CPLEX

629

493

2.034·109

0.787

6.58

FRM

1559

1259

2.059·109

-

-

CPLEX

1180

865

2.073·109

0.779

7.32

FRM

3328

2393

2.132·109

-

-

CPLEX

2555

1688

2.146·109

0.790

7.65

higher) are selected. Additionally, we can see that there is a
positive correlation between the stranded passengers and the
total delay according to the computational results in Table VI.
Thus, a trade-off among the total delay, stranded passengers
and energy consumption can be obtained by choosing proper
weights. For practical reasons only one solution shall be
chosen according to the preference of the decision maker.
C. Experiment 3: Different Delay Scenarios
In the third experiment, several scenarios were tested with
different delay occurrence locations and durations. We use dt ,
dl and td to denote the train, duration and location of the
disturbance, respectively. For example, dt =5, dl =3 and td =70
mean that train 5 is delayed at station 3 for 70 seconds.
The weight coefficients are set as the same as in the first
experiment. The computational results of different scenarios
with respect to the proposed model and FRM are illustrated
in Table VII. The results show that the total accumulated delay
and stranded passengers can be efficiently reduced by the
proposed model. It can be seen from the comparison between
scenario 1 and 2 that the total delay is similar, the number of

stranded passengers of scenario 2 is less than in scenario 1,
while the situation of the energy consumption is reverse, this is
because the mass of on-board passengers is taken into account
to calculate the energy consumption in this paper. Without
considering the dynamic passenger flow, the computational
results of scenario 1 and 3 should be same since the spacedistance diagram corresponding to the original timetable is
parallel as shown in Fig. 3. In practice, the dynamic passenger
demand is a main factor to affect the metro train timetable
rescheduling results. Thus, the proposed model considering the
dynamic passenger flow is more realistic. It can be observed
that the energy consumption of trains is increased with the
extension of the delay duration. This is because the longer the
delay duration, the more affected trains need to shorten the
running time in sections to reduce the impact of the delay.
The computation times of these five scenarios using CPLEX
are only about 6 to 8 seconds, which satisfy the practical
requirements of metro train timetable rescheduling in cases
of disturbance.
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V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we solved the metro train timetable rescheduling problem in cases of disturbance. By introducing binary
variables to select the train speed profile and taking account
of the dynamic passenger flow and limited train capacity, we
proposed a novel mixed integer programming (MIP) model
to generate trade-off solutions between the total train delay,
stranded passengers and energy consumption of trains from
a global perspective. Three numerical experiments based on
real operational data were carried out and solved by the
state of the art optimization software CPLEX. The simulation
results showed that the proposed method can efficiently reduce
the total accumulated train delay and stranded passengers
compared with a heuristic method derived from a commonly
used strategy in practice. The computational time to generate
trade-off solutions by the proposed method was around 8
seconds, which meets the real-time requirement for metro train
timetable rescheduling to deal with small-scale delays.
In future research, the connections with other lines and
the transfer passengers should be investigated from the metro
network perspective. In over-crowded conditions, the passenger boarding limiting strategies are carried out in many
metro systems to reduce the stranded passengers, which will
be studied in our research. Furthermore, we will develop a
stochastic programming model to cope with the uncertain
delay durations.
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